Instructions for Administration of Language Probe for Bob's Surprise Birthday Picture Series

You will be looking at a picture series. When you have finished looking at the pictures, I would like you to tell the story in the picture series. You can look at the picture series again before you tell the story, if you need to.

Picture 5 (Bob sees his friends in the car leaving.)

*Bob is the boy in the black shirt (point to Bob). What is he thinking? What is he feeling? Bob is confused. Why?*

Picture 6 (Bob’s friends wave to him from the car.)

*The people in the car are Bob’s friends. What are they thinking? Why are they surprised to see Bob? Where do you think they are going?*

Picture 7 (Bob joins his friends in the car.)

*Why does Bob get in the car? What are his friends thinking or feeling?*

Picture 9 (At the mall one girl is leading Bob in one direction and the other three friends are going in another direction.)

What's happening in this picture?

Picture 11 (One girl and Bob are heading to the dorm. The other three friends with the party supplies are by the car.)

*Why is the one girl walking away with Bob?*

After the last picture, ask:

*How is Bob feeling when he sees the surprise party? Have you ever had a surprise party or planned one? Tell me about it.*